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We have performed detailed conductivity and tunneling measurements on the amorphous, magnetically
doped materiala-GdxSi1−x, which can be driven through the metal-insulator transition by the application of an
external magnetic field. Low temperature conductivity increases linearly with field near the transition and
slightly slower on the metallic side. The tunneling conductance, proportional to the density of statesNsEd,
undergoes a gradual change with increasing field, from insulating, showing a soft gap at low bias, with a
slightly slower than parabolic energy dependence, i.e.,NsEd,Ec, c&2, towards metallic behavior, withEd,
0.5,d,1 energy dependence. The density of states at the Fermi level in a sample, which shows already a
small, but metal-like conductivity, appears to be zero at low fields, as in an insulator. We speculate that this
behavior is due to the microscopic percolation nature of transport near the transition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The metal-insulator transition(MIT ) in disordered
systems1 is a complex problem, complete and accurate treat-
ment of which requires that the effects of localization and the
electronic correlations be taken into account simultaneously
and on equal footing. The carriers localized by the disordered
potential cannot screen their interactions as well as the mo-
bile ones, and therefore the Coulomb interactions among
them are strong and cannot be treated perturbatively.

Insulating and metallic behaviors are defined as follows.
The sample is an insulator if its conductivityssTd extrapo-
lated to zero temperature vanishes:ssT=0d=0. If ssT=0d is
finite, the sample is on the metallic side of the transition. Far
from the transition, theoretical models have successfully de-
scribed the effects due to the interactions in the conductivity
s and the density of states(DOS) NsEd. The transport con-
ductivity of a metallic material with strong Coulomb corre-
lations follows a power law as a function of temperature:
ssTd=s0+s1T

y, with y=0.5.2 On the insulating side, the in-
teractions modify the exponent of the temperature depen-
dence of the variable range hopping(VRH) conductivity
from 1/4 in the noninteracting case3 to 1/2: ssTd,expf
−sT0/Td1/2g.4 In the density of states, on either side of the
MIT, interactions generally cause the depletion of states near
the Fermi energy. In the metallic regime the correlations are
manifested as a square-root dip in the DOS:NsEd=Ns0df1
+sE/Dd1/2g, whereD,"D / l2 is the correlation energy,D is
the diffusion coefficient,l is the mean free path, and" is
Planck’s constant.5,6 In an insulator with thermally activated
VRH conductivity, the interactions lead to the opening of a
soft gap with a quadratic[in the three-dimensional(3D)
case] energy dependence,NsEd=s3/pdsk /e2d3E2, wherek is
the dielectric constant ande is the electronic charge. The
width of the Coulomb gapDc is determined byk and the
noninteracting density of statesN0: Dc=e3sN0/k3d1/2.7

The presence of the features due to the Coulomb interac-
tions in the conductivity and DOS in disordered systems near
the MIT has been well established experimentally. These ef-

fects have been mostly observed in experiments performed
using the discrete sets of crystalline8 and amorphous
samples9 with different dopant concentrations close to the
critical one.

Amorphous systems have an advantage over the crystal-
line materials for the MIT studies since they undergo the
transition at doping concentrations that are orders of magni-
tude higher than those in the crystalline materials due to the
increased disorder(roughly x,10−1 in amorphous versusx
,10−5 in crystalline materials). The Fermi temperatureTF of
amorphous systems is therefore much higher than in the
crystalline ones, andT/TF is much lower. For amorphous
systems the region where the Ioffe-Regel localization
criterion10 kFl ,1 is valid (kF is the Fermi wave vector) ex-
tends to much higher values of the conductivity: the maxi-
mum critical conductivitys=ne2/ s"kF

2d, wheren is the con-
centration, reaches 500sV cmd−1 at n,1022 cm−3, as
opposed to 20sV cmd−1 in the doped crystalline
semiconductors.11 Therefore in amorphous materials one can
probe the transition deeper in the critical regime at accessible
temperatures.

In some materials it is possible to observe the MIT in a
single sample and tune it by varying an external parameter,
such as magnetic field,12 stress,13 or illumination.14 This ap-
proach eliminates undesirable scatter in the sample param-
eters and thus is preferable to studying a discrete set of
samples. For this reason, magnetically doped amorphous ma-
terials, such asa−GdxSi1−x (GdSi) and TbxSi1−x,

15,16are par-
ticularly suited for the studies of the MIT. In these materials
besides the structural disorder, there is an additional degree
of disorder associated with random orientation of the ionic
magnetic moments, which can be controlled by the applied
magnetic field. When the magnetic moments of the impurity
ions are aligned by the external field, the disorder is reduced,
and the mobility edgeEc is lowered.17 This promotes delo-
calization of carriers and increases the conductivity of the
material. Thus a sample doped slightly below the critical
level at low temperature(below 50 K) shows a large nega-
tive magnetoresistance and can be continuously driven
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through the transition by magnetic field. It is also possible to
probe the density of states of these materials simultaneously
with their transport properties by studying the tunneling of
quasiparticles through a thin oxide barrier between the ma-
terial in question and a metallic electrode. These experiments
enable one to track the changes that occur in the DOS near
the MIT and to separate them from the mobility effects,
which also contribute to the conductivity.

In GdSi the MIT occurs atx<0.14 of Gd in zero mag-
netic field. Near the critical doping level,ssT=0d is very
sensitive to the slight variations ofx. This material has
been extensively studied: its structure,18 transport
conductivity,15,19,20 tunneling conductance,17,21 specific
heat,22 magnetization,23 infrared absorption,24 spin
polarization,25 and the Hall effect,26 have been investigated
in detail. It has been shown that the magnetic field increases
the conductivity while raising both the concentration of the
free carriers and the density of states.17 The density of free
carriers has been found to vary linearly with magnetic field.26

The results of the tunneling measurements17 indicate that
for metallic GdSi samples withs0 still below the Ioffe-Regel
condition, the DOS hasE1/2 dependence with a nonvanishing
Ns0d. The tunneling conductance curvesdI /dVsVd at differ-
ent constant magnetic fields are approximately parallel to
each other with onlyNs0d increasing with field. On the in-
sulating side these experiments are limited by the increasing
resistance of the GdSi film. When the resistance of the insu-
lating GdSi film over the area of the tunnel junction becomes
comparable to the resistance of the junction itself, the volt-
age drop occurs both over the junction and the film, so that
the bias voltage cannot be considered a true energy coordi-
nate. In samples which become conducting in magnetic field,
the DOS shows a soft gap near zero bias with somewhat
weaker thanE2 dependence andNs0d vanishing at low fields.
The tunneling data also suggest that in the transition region
the DOS evolves continuously from insulating, showing a
soft gap at zero bias, to metallic, with a square root cusp,
upon increasing magnetic field. The DOS at the Fermi level
Ns0d has been shown to depend on magnetic field assH
−Hcd2 near the transition.17 The models for the DOS de-
scribed above are valid far from the transition, yet cannot be
applied in the critical region or properly merged at the criti-
cal concentration. The renormalization group techniques27,28

in the critical region provide formal mathematical treatment,
which cannot be easily applied to the description of tunnel-
ing experiments. It is not known how the DOS evolves from
the insulating form to the metallic one. It is therefore desir-
able to be able to tune a single sample through the MIT and
measure its transport and tunneling properties as close to the
transition as possible.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this paper we focus on the region in the immediate
vicinity of the MIT and investigate the simultaneous varia-
tion of the transport conductivity and the DOS in a detailed
and systematic way. The results presented here were obtained
using GdSi samples prepared as described previously.17

Amorphous films of GdSi, 100-nm-thick, have been grown

by electron-beam coevaporation. Tunnel junctions were
formed by an insulating barrier of the native GdSi oxide and
Pb counterelectrodes. The tunnel junctions also served as
voltage terminals in the four point transport measurements.
We selected only those samples for which the junction resis-
tance was at least an order of magnitude higher than the film
resistance over the area of the junction.

A. Transport conductivity measurements

We use the actual conductivity values at low temperature
sT=100 mKd in order to determine the sample’s proximity to
the MIT and avoid the ambiguity associated with the ex-
trapolation ofssTd to T=0. Figure 1 shows the low tempera-
ture conductivity versus the applied magnetic field for sev-
eral different samples, with the conductivity spanning a
broad range from zero to over 200sV cmd−1, all below the
Ioffe-Regel limit. The relative increase of the conductivity
with field is the largest in the most insulating samples No. 1
and No. 2. Here the conductivity is a faster than linear func-
tion of the applied field and increases from nearly zero at
4–5 T to 14–17sV cmd−1 at H=10.5 T, i.e., by a factor of
40 or 50. In samples which are at the transition or barely on
the metallic side, Nos. 3–5, the conductivity at a constant
low temperature increases approximately linearly with mag-
netic field. In sample No. 3, which is slightly insulating, the
conductivity grows between 0.1 and 8 T by a factor of 40,
but only by a factor of 10 for slightly metallic samples No. 4
and No. 5. Conductivity of the most metallic samples No. 6
and No. 7 is a slightly sublinear function of the field and
increases only by about 25% of its value atH=0.1 T.

The conductivity versus temperature curves for the barely
metallic sample No. 5fss50 mKd=14 sV cmd−1g, obtained
from the dc IV transport measurements at constant fields
from 0.1 to 8 T, are shown in Fig. 2. The dc measurement

FIG. 1. Low temperaturesT=100 mKd conductivity ssHd of
seven different samples vs the applied magnetic field. AtH=0.1 T
samples No. 1 and No. 2 are insulating, sample No. 3 is at the
transition, samples No. 4 and No. 5 are slightly metallic, and
samples No. 6 and No. 7 are in the metallic regime.
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technique is more appropriate in this case because at low
temperatures near the MIT the resistance and the dielectric
constant of GdSi films are strongly frequency dependent. As
shown before,17 the conductivity curves can be fit with
ssTd=s0+s1T

1/2+s2T, as predicted for a metal with corre-
lations. The curves at different fields are approximately par-
allel to each other, only shifted towards higher values, which
implies thats0 grows roughly linearly with field, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1, ands1 is weakly dependent onH. This can
be easily seen in Fig. 3, which shows the same data as in Fig.
2, plotted as a function ofT1/2. The lowest temperature offset
s0, in this case determined from the linear fits tossT1/2d, has
been subtracted from each curve. The linear variation ofs0
with field is shown in the inset of Fig. 3. ThessT1/2d data at
different fields overlap well and, except at the lowest tem-

peratures, fall onto a straight line. The lowest temperature
deviation may be due to the thermal or noise broadening.
This dependence has been observed in nonmagnetic materi-
als, which supports the idea that the main effect of the ap-
plied magnetic field is to decrease the disorder and lower the
mobility edge, thus increasing the conductivity and driving
the sample further into the metallic regime.

B. Tunneling conductance measurements

To elucidate the crossover in the DOS from the insulating
to the metallic behavior we performed detailed tunneling
studies. The data presented below were obtained as the dcIV
curves measured at constant magnetic fields and a constant
low temperature and then numerically differentiated. Figure
4 shows a set of the differential tunneling conductance
curvesdI /dVsVd for sample No. 5 at 50 mK and magnetic
fields from 0.1 to 8 T.

At the lowest fieldH=0.1 T (required to quench the su-
perconductivity of the Pb counterelectrodes) the tunneling
conductance curve is superlinear in the whole range of the
bias voltage between ±12 mV, but cannot be fit with a
simple function. Near zero bias atuVu,2.5 mV the curve can
be fit with a power lawa+buVuc, with c,1.72, close to the
V2 dependence expected of the fully formed Coulomb gap.
Outside this region the exponentc is only slightly greater
than unity:c,1.1. At V=0 the curve touches the horizontal
axis, i.e., the zero bias conductance is unmeasurably small:
dI /dVsV=0d=0. Upon increasing the field, the curves un-
dergo a gradual and continuous change. The gap region with
c*1.5 contracts and by 8 T it exists only in a small interval
at uVu,0.6 mV. The approximately linear part of the curve at
higher bias expands and at the same time the exponentc in
this region decreases from nearly unity at 0.1 T to 0.74 at
8 T, approaching theV1/2 behavior seen in the clearly metal-
lic samples. Starting at aboutH=2 T, thedI /dV curves have
an inflection point, separating the two parts of the curve with

FIG. 2. Conductivity of a slightly metallic GdSi sample(sample
No. 5) vs temperature.

FIG. 3. Conductivitys−s0 from the data in Fig. 2(sample No.
5) vs T1/2 with s0 determined from linear fits tosfsT1/2dg sub-
tracted. The solid line is a linear fit to the data. Inset:s0 vs mag-
netic fieldH. The dotted line is a linear fit.

FIG. 4. Tunneling conductancedI /dVsVd curves of sample No.
5 atT=50 mK and different magnetic fields. Inset: Same data in the
low bias region. The axes are in the same units as the main figure.
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c.1 (positive curvature), implying a “soft Coulomb gap,”
and c,1 (negative curvature). At the highest fieldH=8 T,
thedI /dV curve is sublinear almost in the entire range of the
bias voltage and is characteristic of the metallic regime.

This continuous crossover can be seen in more detail in
the inset of Fig. 4, which shows a zoom-in of the data in the
low bias region below 2 mV. Zero bias conductance(ZBC)
appears to be zero atH=0.1 and 1 T, but increases at higher
fields.

The gradual change in the shape of thedI /dVsVd curves
and the position of the inflection point can be easily seen in
a plot of the second derivative of the tunnelingIV curves,
d2I /dV2sVd, shown in Fig. 5. Thed2I /dV2 curves reflect the
curvature of theIV and the slope of thedI /dV curves. The
maxima and minima ofd2I /dV2 correspond to the inflection
points in dI /dV, where thedI /dV curvature changes from
positive to negative. Since thedI /dV curves are symmetric,
we will refer only to the positive bias part of the data. At the
lowest fields, 0.1 and 1 T, thed2I /dV2 curves do not have a
maximum, although their slope decreases significantly at
3.75 and 3.6 mV, respectively, and falls almost to zero above
6 mV. The maximum, i.e., the inflection point indI /dV, ap-
pears atH=2 T and at higher fields becomes more pro-
nounced and moves towards zero bias. The shift of the volt-
age position of the inflection point with magnetic field is
shown in the inset of Fig. 5.

These data, we suggest, indicate that the crossover from
insulatingV2 behavior to metallicV1/2 behavior is continu-
ous. We cannot identify from the tunneling data a “critical
point” that marks the transition. We have observed similar
behavior in the tunneling characteristics of all samples stud-
ied to date in the vicinity of the MIT. In fact, thedI /dVsVd
data for different samples can be scaled to form one “master
set” of curves, progressively changing their shape from insu-
lating to metallic, correlated with the sample conductivity, as

shown in Fig. 6. The data for all samples have been taken as
dc IV curves and for sample No. 4 also as acdI /dVsVd
measurements at fields up to 18 T, performed at NHMFL
(Tallahassee, Florida). These ac data are shown as a set of
curves in a smaller bias voltage interval between approxi-
mately ±1 mV. Each sample’s data have been rescaled by a
numerical factor. The curves of samples No. 1–5 overlap
well and merge into a single set of characteristics, starting
with superlinear (insulating) behavior at low fields and
evolving towards the sublinear(metallic) behavior. Sample
No. 4, which is the closest to the MIT and for which the data
in a wide field range are available, shows both types of be-
havior. At low fields itsdI /dV curves overlap with those of
more insulating samples No. 1–3 and at high fields they be-
come similar to the curves of a substantially more conductive
sample, No. 6. Samples No. 6 and 7 show the metallicdI /dV
curves at all fields, but their tunneling characteristics also
change with increasing field, although less significantly than
those of samples No. 1–5. The curves of samples No. 6 and
7 follow Va dependence, wherea decreases slightly with
field from 0.7 at 0.1 T to approximately 0.57 at 8–10.5 T,
which we interpret as approaching typical metallicV1/2 be-
havior. The combineddI /dV data suggest that the gradual
variation of the tunneling conductance is a general tendency,
which is observed consistently and reproducibly in a set of
samples.

The variation of the low temperature conductivity and
zero bias tunneling conductance for all samples in the critical
region is illustrated in Fig. 7. The conductivity data have
been normalized by their values(measured or extrapolated)
at 10.5 T. The zero bias conductance data for each sample,
which reflect the arbitrary resistance of the oxide barrier of
the tunnel junction, have been rescaled and also normalized
to its high field values. Note that in samples No. 3–5, which
at low fields show a small, but metallic transport conductiv-
ity, the tunneling zero bias conductance appears to be unmea-
surably small at the same fields. In these samples the insu-

FIG. 5. Second derivative of the tunnelingIV, d2I /dV2sVd for
the data in Fig. 4(sample No. 5). The dashed line is a guide for the
eye indicating the position of a maximum shifting to lower bias
with increasing field. Inset: The bias voltageVinf at which the in-
flection point in thedI /dV curves is located, plotted vs magnetic
field.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Rescaled tunneling conductance vs bias
voltage at different magnetic fields for all samples atT=100 mK,
showing progressive change of bias dependence from insulating
sV2d to metallic sV1/2d.
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lating behavior, manifested as the vanishing tunneling zero
bias conductance, seems to persist well into the metallic re-
gime. At higher fields, the tunneling ZBC grows approxi-
mately asH2, and the transport conductivity increases lin-
early with field, as shown before. Metallic samples No. 6 and
7 are characterized by nonzero values of both conductivity
and ZBC atH=0.1 T and a slightly sublinear increase of
both of these quantities with increasing field.

Observation of vanishing zero bias tunneling conduc-
tance, i.e., the vanishing density of extended states at the
Fermi level, at fields where the transport conductivity is al-
ready metallic, raises concerns over the possibility of inho-
mogeneities in the samples. However, the gradual and con-
sistent variation of thedI /dV curves of several different
samples and of theirNs0d values gives us confidence that the
observed effect is intrinsic and is not due to the imperfec-
tions in the GdSi film. Samples No. 1–4 have been made
during the same fabrication run and are expected to have a
slight gradient in the carrier concentration due to each sam-
ple’s proximity to either gadolinium or silicon evaporation
source, with the conductivity increasing from No. 1 to No. 4.

The observed variations in the conductivity and tunneling
conductance are subtle and consistent with the sample’s po-
sition in the evaporation chamber, therefore we conclude that
the macroscopic inhomogeneities do not dominate the trans-
port properties of the GdSi films. The absence of Gd cluster-
ing has been also verified by the XAFS studies.18

The results of our experiments can be summarized as fol-
lows. The shape of the DOS evolves gradually and continu-
ously with increasing magnetic field from insulating to me-
tallic. The Coulomb correlation gap, associated with the
insulating behavior, shrinks as the field increases. At the
same fields, the transport experiments on the sample already
show metallic transport conductivity. Zero bias tunneling
conductance grows as a strong(quadratic) function of the
applied field. For samples very close to the transition, one
can observe a situation where the tunneling conductance is
vanishingly small, and the transport conductivity is appre-
ciable. This is a result we did not expect, as from earlier
results17 we anticipated that at the transitionNsEd and s0

would vanish together. The detailed study of the samples
closer to the critical regime than the samples in our previous
work indicate that this is not the case. Based on these results,
we conclude that the vanishing zero bias tunneling conduc-
tance and superlineardI /dVsVd, usually associated with the
insulating behavior, persist well into the metallic regime.

III. DISCUSSION

Observation of a measurable metallic conductivity simul-
taneously with an apparent absence of the extended states at
the Fermi level as determined by tunneling spectroscopy ap-
pears paradoxical at first sight. Nevertheless, a situation
where this is possible can be easily pictured. Consider a
strongly disordered system approaching the MIT from an
insulating side. When a small fraction of all carriers becomes
delocalized at the transition, the current may flow via a very
small number of conduction paths among the disordered
sites. The conductivity due to these paths is much higher
than that due to the rest of the carriers, which are still local-
ized and participate in transport by the thermally activated
variable-range hopping. At low temperature the contribution
of the localized carriers to the conductivity is exponentially
small compared to that of the extended states. The overall
conductivity therefore will be determined by the few high
mobility extended carriers. On the other hand, the DOS that
is observed in an experiment, such as ours, reflects an aver-
age number among all microscopic states in the sample at a
given energy, thus its magnitude is determined by the domi-
nating species. In this regime of atomic inhomogeneity,
transport and tunneling measure two different quantities, and
this is seen in our experiments. Near the transition, a small
number of carriers have a metallic DOS withNsEd,E1/2 and
Ns0dÞ0, however, the vast majority of states show an insu-
lating type of DOS with a parabolic energy dependence and
a vanishingNs0d. When summed over all microscopic states
with appropriate weights proportional to the numbers of each
species, the contribution of the localized states to the DOS
overwhelmingly prevails over that of the metallic ones, and
as a result, at the transition the total DOS appears to be

FIG. 7. Normalized conductivity and zero bias conductance vs
H for all samples atT=100 mK. Zero bias conductance for each
sample has been also rescaled by a numerical factor.
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insulating. In this case the DOS atE=0 at the MIT is likely
to vanish. As the sample is driven towards the metallic re-
gime and the number of the extended carriers grows, the
DOS acquires an intermediate shape, i.e., it shows features
due to both insulating and metallic species simultaneously.
Gradually the signatures of the metallic behavior begin to
take over a larger and larger range of energy, until eventually
they dominate the whole DOS. While the sample is tuned
into the metallic regime, its conductivity rapidly increases
and exhibits metallic behavior. Therefore it is plausible that
in the same conditions, the transport experiments will place
this sample on the metallic side of the transition, while in the
tunneling measurements it will appear as an insulator.

The results of these current experiments are, nevertheless,
unexpected. Our findings lead us to speculate that on this
scale the material might be inhomogeneous, either intrinsi-
cally or because of the natural atomic scale inhomogeneities
of a doped material. In either case, it signals to us that our
previous way of thinking of the MIT in terms of diverging
length scales may be incorrect and atomic scale inhomoge-
neities may dominate instead. The spontaneous formation of
inhomogeneous regions near phase transitions has been used
to describe various systems in critical regimes, such as
manganites.29 We do not have strong opinions whether this

could be the case here or whether we observe the conse-
quences of the natural inhomogeneity on the atomic scale
associated with a 14% concentration of gadolinium in amor-
phous silicon. We do note, however, that a similar inhomo-
geneity model was used to understand the MIT in Si:P and
Si:B.30,32

It could be argued that this description is a percolation
transition at an atomic scale and that a percolation threshold
in a two component system in three dimensions should occur
at a fractional concentration ofxc,0.43(for site percolation
in a diamond structure).31 However, this transition must take
into account in addition to the natural inhomogeneity at the
atomic scale, the strong correlations that are ignored in a
classical model. Indeed, while we resort to a single particle
picture of mobility and density of states for descriptive rea-
sons, this transition is believed to be driven by the correla-
tions which are not single particle effects.
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